Pickin Peas

A clever, singing rabbit eats his way
through the pea patch until Little Girl
snatches him up and he is soon singing a
new tune as he plans his escape. With a
nod to Brer Rabbit, Pickin Peas is adapted
from two folktales collected in Alabama
and Virginia. The lively storytelling voice
of award-winning author Margaret Read
MacDonald, combined with Pat Cummings
bright, bold contemporary illustrations,
makes this timeless battle-of-wits an
instant classic.

Second Grade. Pickin Peas. Retold by Margaret Read MacDonald. Outcome: Students will explore the theme of
battle-of-wits in this nod to. Brer Rabbit. - 29 min - Uploaded by Rachel SumnerMy Storytime Place is produced by
childrens entertainer Rachel Sumner and childrens - 4 min - Uploaded by BalconyTVPEA PICKIN HEARTS performs
the song MAGPIE MARY for BalconyTV. Subscribe to us Buy a cheap copy of Pickin Peas book by Margaret Read
MacDonald. Pickin peas. Land on my knees! sings a pesky rabbit as he merrily eats his way throughSummary. Pickin
peas. Land on my knees! sings a pesky rabbit as he merrily eats his way through the pea patch Little Girl has planted.
But when Little GirlWith a nod to Brer Rabbit, Pickin Peas is based on two folktales collected in Alabama and Virginia
at the end of the last century. The lively storytelling voice of Ive read this aloud so many times I dont even really have
to read it anymore I can basically tell it. Little girl planted a garden of peas.Pickin Peas By Margaret Read Macdonald FictionDB. Cover art, synopsis, sequels, reviews, awards, publishing history, genres, and time period. This down-home
retelling of a southern folktale features a spirited little girl and the rascally rabbit who eats her carefully grown and
tendedPickin Peas Paperback September 16, 2014. With a nod to Brer Rabbit, Pickin Peas is adapted from two
folktales collected in Alabama and Virginia. Margaret Read MacDonald has written over 60 books.Pickin Peas
[Margaret Read MacDonald, Pat Cummings] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Pickin peas. Land on my
knees! sings a peskyBuy Pickin Peas First American Edition by Margaret Read MacDonald (ISBN: 9780060272357)
from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and freeWith a nod to Brer Rabbit, Pickin Peas is based on two
folktales collected in Alabama and Virginia at the end of the last century. The lively storytelling voice of
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